
Symantec (Switzerland) honors the  successful cooperation with Arcplace 
AG by assigning the Gold Partner Status 

Zurich, January 08, 2008 
Symantec (Switzerland) AG certifies Swiss archiving specialist Arcplace AG as 
Symantec Gold Partner. Arcplace offers innovative solutions for Email, File and 
Document archiving, together with Invoice Processing, Scanning and On-Demand 
Archiving services. A Symantec partner since 2006 Arcplace has continued to 
intensify the cooperation with Symantec which has now been acknowledged by 
the new partner status.

“Arcplace possesses a strong know-how in the area of information management and 
archiving. Furthermore Arcplace is a partner focused on Symantec solutions who 
stands out by the high degree of their professionalism and reliability. This is exactly 
the kind of partner we like to invest in!”, says Frank Thonüs, Sales Manager Commer-
cial & Channels, Symantec (Switzerland) AG.

By working with Arcplace and Symantec’s archiving solution Enterprise Vault, 
enterprises benefit from:
• A state-of-the-art integrated archiving platform for Emails, Files, SharePoint and more
• An archiving solution that can be deployed in-house or as a fully managed  

on-demand service
•  A robust an proven archiving solution that has been market leader, according  

to the Gartner Magic quadrant for email archiving, four years in a row already

“We are very pleased that Symantec has granted us the Gold Partner status on the 
basis of our commitment to the Symantec Enterprise Vault application”, said Robbert 
Spierings, Managing Director, Arcplace AG. “As specialists in digital archiving, the 
Symantec Enterprise Vault product has over the past year and a half become a key 
component of our solutions portfolio. This upgrade in partner status is therefore of 
strategic importance for us.”

About Arcplace
Arcplace AG is a Swiss provider of Information Management and Archiving solutions 
for the enter-prise market. By combining state-of-the-art technology with innovative 
delivery models, such as On-Demand or Managed Services, Arcplace is able to offer 
companies of all sizes high-end solutions at attractive prices. Arcplaces’ goal is to 
build solutions that comply with relevant laws and regulations, while reducing overall 
IT costs and boosting end-user productivity. Alongside its solutions, Arcplace offers 
specialized consulting services to help organizations in all the phases of an Informa-
tion Management and Archiving project.
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